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ABSTRACT
We report the discovery of a very cool d/sdL7+T7.5p common proper motion binary
system, SDSS J1416+13AB, found by cross-matching the UKIDSS Large Area Survey
Data Release 5 against the Sloan Digital Sky Survey Data Release 7. The d/sdL7
is blue in J-H and H-K and has other features suggestive of low-metallicity and/or
high gravity. The T7.5p displays spectral peculiarity seen before in earlier type dwarfs
discovered in UKIDSS LAS DR4, and referred to as CH4-J-early peculiarity, where the
CH4-J index, based on the absorption to the red side of the J-band peak, suggests an
earlier spectral type than the H2O-J index, based on the blue side of the J-band peak,
by ∼ 2 subtypes. We suggest that CH4-J-early peculiarity arises from low-metallicity
and/or high-gravity, and speculate as to its use for classifying T dwarfs. UKIDSS and
follow-up UKIRT/WFCAM photometry shows the T dwarf to have the bluest near-
infrared colours yet seen for such an object with H−K = −1.31±0.17. Warm Spitzer
IRAC photometry shows the T dwarf to have extremely red H − [4.5] = 4.86± 0.04,
which is the reddest yet seen for a substellar object. The lack of parallax measurement
for the pair limits our ability to estimate parameters for the system. However, applying
a conservative distance estimate of 5–15 pc suggests a projected separation in range
45–135 AU. By comparing H−K : H− [4.5] colours of the T dwarf to spectral models
we estimate that Teff = 500 K and [M/H]∼ −0.30, with log g ∼ 5.0. This suggests
a mass of ∼30 MJupiter for the T dwarf and an age of ∼10 Gyr for the system.
The primary would then be a 75 MJupiter object with log g ∼ 5.5 and a relatively
dust-free Teff ∼ 1500K atmosphere. Given the unusual properties of the system we
caution that these estimates are uncertain. We eagerly await parallax measurements
and high-resolution imaging which will constrain the parameters further.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The current generation of wide-field surveys (e.g. UKIRT
Infrared Deep Sky Survey, UKIDSS; Canada-France
Brown Dwarf Survey, CFBDS; Lawrence et al. 2007;
Delorme et al. 2008b) is significantly expanding the sam-
⋆ E-mail: B.Burningham@herts.ac.uk
ple of late type T dwarfs (e.g. Delorme et al. 2008a;
Lodieu et al. 2007; Pinfield et al. 2008; Burningham et al.
2010). Recent discoveries of extremely cool T dwarfs
probe new low-temperature extremes, with Teff as low
as 500K (Burningham et al. 2008; Delorme et al. 2008a;
Burningham et al. 2009; Leggett et al. 2009). In addition to
probing new Teff regimes, we can expect the expanded sam-
ple to populate other hitherto unexplored regions of T dwarf
parameter space. Of particular interest is the growing diver-
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sity seen in metallicity and gravity for late-T dwarfs (e.g.
Leggett et al. 2010), and the potential for extending the low-
metallicity subdwarf sequence to very low temperatures.
To date, the sample of ultracool subdwarfs
(UCSDs) consists of just one proposed T subdwarf,
2MASS J09373487+2931409 (Burgasser et al. 2002,
2006), along with a small number of L subdwarfs
(e.g. 2MASS J1626+3925 - sdL4; SDSS J1256–0224 -
sdL4; 2MASS J0616–6407 - sdL5; ULAS J1350+0815 -
sdL5; 2MASS J0532+8246 - sdL7; Burgasser et al. 2004;
Sivarani et al. 2009; Cushing et al. 2009; Lodieu et al.
2009; Burgasser et al. 2003, respectively). Recent parallax
determinations and model comparisons by Schilbach et al.
(2009) suggest that of these, only the earliest type objects
(2MASS J1626+39 and SDSS J1256-02) have metallicities
consistent with subdwarf classification on the scheme
that Gizis (1997) defined for M subdwarfs. Based on this
Schilbach et al. (2009) suggest that an intermediate d/sd
classification should be applied to the two coolest objects
(2MASS J0532+82 and 2MASS J0937+29). It is important
to remember, however, that the subdwarf classification
scheme is empirically based, and metallicities are associated
with specific subdwarf classes only by model comparisons.
That the model comparisons for the latest type UCSDs
suggest higher metallicities than seen for earlier type
objects should not be a sole basis for reclassification. The
higher metallicity inferred from the colours of the coldest
objects may actually highlight problems with the models to
which they are compared.
The spectral classification of subdwarfs should be based
on observed spectral features that distinguish these objects
from “normal” ultracool dwarfs (UCDs). As such, in this
paper we adopt the position that the sdL objects described
above are subdwarfs, since their spectra are clearly distinct
from those of the bulk population of L dwarfs in a manner
broadly consistent with subdwarf status. The more limited
sample of T dwarfs, however, precludes such classification
at this time, and we adopt the “peculiar” description for
possible subdwarfs of this type (e.g. Burgasser et al. 2006;
Burningham et al. 2010). However, in both cases the limited
sample of “subdwarf” objects means that the current clas-
sification system may require significant revision as the true
diversity of the spectra of low-metallicity UCDs becomes ap-
parent in the era of larger, deeper surveys such as VISTA
and WISE.
We report here the discovery of a nearby d/sdL7+T7.5p
common proper motion binary. The rest of the paper is
laid out as follows. In Section 2 we describe the identi-
fication, photometric follow-up, spectral classification and
proper motion determination for the two objects. In Sec-
tion 3 we demonstrate their association as a common proper
motion binary pair, and we provide initial estimates for some
of their properties in Section 4. Our results and conclusions
are summarised in Section 5.
2 TWO NEW ULTRACOOL DWARFS
Our searches of the UKIDSS Large Area Survey (LAS;
see Lawrence et al. 2007) have been successful at iden-
tifying late-type T dwarfs (e.g. Lodieu et al. 2007;
Warren et al. 2007; Pinfield et al. 2008; Burningham et al.
Figure 1. A 1’×1’ J band finding chart for ULAS J1416+13 and
SDSS J1416+13 taken from the UKIDSS database.
2008, 2009, 2010). Using the same search methodol-
ogy as previously described in detail in Pinfield et al.
(2008) and Burningham et al. (2010), we identified
ULAS J141623.94+134836.30 (hereafter ULAS J1416+13)
as a candidate late-T dwarf in Data Release 5 of the LAS
with unusually blue H − K = −1.35. The subsequent
photometric and spectroscopic follow-up, which resulted
in its classification as a T7.5p dwarf, are described in the
following sub-sections.
Inspection of the surrounding field in SDSS, required
to establish the red nature of ULAS J1416+13, revealed
the presence of a nearby, very red object at a separation of
9′′. Interrogation of SDSS DR7 revealed this object, SDSS
J141624.08+134826.7 (hereafter SDSS J1416+13), to have
an SDSS spectrum with L dwarf spectral morphology (see
also Table 1 for SDSS photometry of this object).
Since our initial identification of this L dwarf, its dis-
covery has been published by Schmidt et al. (2009) and
Bowler et al. (2009), who have classified it as a blue L5 and
L6pec ±2 dwarf respectively. In the following sub-sections,
we also describe our follow-up photometry of this target,
and describe our analysis of this source that was carried
out independently prior to the Schmidt et al. (2009) and
Bowler et al. (2009) publications. Figure 1 shows a UKIDSS
J band finding chart for both the L and T dwarf.
2.1 Near-infrared photometry
Near-infrared follow-up photometry was obtained using the
Wide Field CAMera (WFCAM; Casali et al. 2007) on
UKIRT on the night of 17th June 2009, and the data
were processed using the WFCAM science pipeline by the
Cambridge Astronomical Surveys Unit (CASU) (Irwin et al.
2004), and archived at the WFCAM Science Archive (WSA;
Hambly et al. 2008). Observations consisted of a three point
jitter pattern in the Y and J bands, and five point jitter
patterns in the H and K bands repeated twice, all with 2x2
microstepping and individual exposures of 10 seconds result-
ing in total integration times of 120 seconds in Y and J and
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400 seconds in H and K. The resulting photometry for both
our targets is given in Table 2. The WFCAM filters are on
the Mauna Kea Observatories (MKO) photometric system
(Tokunaga et al. 2002)
2.2 Warm-Spitzer IRAC photometry
The Spitzer General Observer program 60093 allowed us
to obtain IRAC photometry of apparently very late-type T
dwarfs discovered in the UKIDSS data. This Cycle 6 warm
mission program provides only photometry at the shortest
two wavelengths, [3.6] and [4.5]. Note that [3.6] and [4.5] are
nominal filter wavelengths and, as the photometry is not
colour-corrected for the dwarfs’ spectral shapes, the results
cannot be translated to a flux at the nominal wavelength
(e.g. Cushing et al. 2008; Reach et al. 2005).
Data were obtained for SDSS J1416+13 and
ULAS J1416+13 on 23rd August 2009. The telescope
was pointed mid-way between the L and T dwarf; with a
separation of 9 ′′ both dwarfs were near the centre of the
5.2 arcminute field of view. Individual frame times were
30 seconds, repeated three times, with a 16 position spiral
dither pattern, for a total integration time of 24 minutes in
each band. The post-basic-calibrated-data (pbcd) mosaics
generated by the Spitzer pipeline were used to obtain
aperture photometry. The photometry was derived using
a 0.6-arcsecond pixel aperture radius, with separate (i.e.
not annular) skies chosen to avoid the flaring due to the
bright primary. The aperture correction was taken from the
IRAC handbook1. The error is estimated by the variation
with sky aperture, which is larger than that implied by
the uncertainty images (noise pixel maps) provided by
the Spitzer pipeline, and is much less than 1% for the A
component in both bands, and 4% and 0.7% for the B
component at [3.6] and [4.5] respectively. The description
of the primary issues with early release warm IRAC data2
indicates that the only significant concern is the uncertainty
in the linearity correction for SDSS J1416+13; the total
uncertainty due to this correction is estimated to be 5–7%
at [3.6] and 4% at [4.5] for bright sources. Otherwise the
photometry for both sources is uncertain by the usual 3%
due to uncertainties in the absolute calibration and pipeline
processing. Table 3 gives the photometry and the total
uncertainties for both dwarfs.
2.3 Near-infrared spectroscopy
We used JH and HK grisms in the InfraRed Camera and
Spectrograph (IRCS; Kobayashi et al. 2000) on the Subaru
telescope on Mauna Kea to obtain a R∼ 100 JH and HK
spectra for ULAS J1416+13 on 7th May 2009 and 31st De-
cember 2009 respectively. The observations were made up of
a set of eight 300s sub-exposures for the JH spectrum and
eighteen 200s sub-exposures in an ABBA jitter pattern to
facilitate effective background subtraction, with a slit width
of 1 arcsec. The length of the A-B jitter was 10 arcsecs. The
spectrum was extracted using standard IRAF packages. The
1 http://ssc.spitzer.caltech.edu/irac/dh/
2 http://ssc.spitzer.caltech.edu/irac/documents/iracwarmdatamemo.txt
AB pairs were subtracted using generic IRAF tools, and me-
dian stacked. The data were found to be sufficiently uniform
in the spatial axis for flat-fielding to be neglected.
We used a comparison argon arc frame to obtain the dis-
persion solution, which was then applied to the pixel coordi-
nates in the dispersion direction on the images. The result-
ing wavelength-calibrated subtracted pairs had a low-level
of residual sky emission removed by fitting and subtracting
this emission with a set of polynomial functions fit to each
pixel row perpendicular to the dispersion direction, and con-
sidering pixel data on either side of the target spectrum only.
The spectra were then extracted using a linear aperture, and
cosmic rays and bad pixels removed using a sigma-clipping
algorithm.
Telluric correction was achieved by dividing each ex-
tracted target spectrum by that of the F4V star HIP 72303,
which was observed just after the target and at a similar air-
mass. Prior to division, hydrogen lines were removed from
the standard star spectrum by interpolating the stellar con-
tinuum. Relative flux calibration was then achieved by mul-
tiplying through by a blackbody spectrum of the appropriate
Teff . The spectra were then normalised using the measured
near-infrared photometry to place the spectra on an abso-
lute flux scale, and rebinned by a factor of three to increase
the signal-to-noise, whilst avoiding under-sampling of the
spectral resolution.
2.4 Spectral types
As noted in the Section 1, the discovery SDSS J1416+13
has recently been published by Schmidt et al. (2009) and
Bowler et al. (2009). Schmidt et al. (2009) find an optical
spectral type of L5 and an infrared type of L5–6 (using the
Geballe et al. 2002, indices). Bowler et al. (2009) similarly
find an optical type of L6±0.5 and an infrared type of L7–
7.5. The template fits carried out in both papers show some
discrepancies beyond 9000A˚ however, and here we use the
SDSS spectrum of the source to produce an alternative clas-
sification as follows.
The top two panels of Figure 2 show the SDSS DR7
spectrum of SDSS J1416+13 along with the optical spectra
of the L6 and L7 spectral templates 2MASS J0103+19 and
DENIS J0205–11. Whilst the SDSS J1416+13 is good match
over much of the range to the L6 template, they disagree
significantly beyond 9000A˚. On the other hand, the slope of
the pseudo-continuum is very similar to that of an L7 across
the entire 6000–9200A˚ range, although the prominent TiO,
FeH and CrH features are considerably stronger in the spec-
trum of SDSS J1416+13. This behaviour is more typical of
low-metallicity objects, where it has been speculated that
that the low-metallicity atmosphere inhibits the formation
of the condensate dust clouds, allowing the opacity due to
alkali and hydride species to become more apparent (e.g.
Burgasser et al. 2003; Reiners & Basri 2006). Hence, we do
not classify this object following the system for L dwarfs de-
fined by Kirkpatrick et al. (1999), and instead rely on com-
parison to other metal-poor L dwarfs.
The lower panel of Figure 2 shows the close similarity
between the spectrum of SDSS J1416+13 and that of the
metal-poor L dwarf 2MASS J0532+8246. Burgasser et al.
(2003) demonstrated that this object not only displays fea-
ures characteristic of a low-metallicity atmosphere, but
c© 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000
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Object u′ g′ r′ i′ z′ g′ − r′ r′ − i′ i′ − z′
SDSS J1416+13 23.55 ± 0.57 23.08 ± 0.18 20.69 ± 0.04 18.38 ± 0.01 15.92± 0.01 2.39± 0.19 2.31 ± 0.04 2.46± 0.01
Table 1. SDSS DR7 AB system photometry for SDSS J1416+13.
Object Y J H K Y − J J −H H −K
ULAS J1416+13 18.16 ± 0.02 17.26 ± 0.02 17.58 ± 0.03 18.93 ± 0.24 0.90 ± 0.03 −0.32± 0.03 −1.35± 0.25
18.13 ± 0.02 17.35 ± 0.02 17.62 ± 0.02 18.93 ± 0.17 0.78 ± 0.03 −0.27± 0.03 −1.31± 0.17
SDSS J1416+13 14.25 ± 0.01 12.99 ± 0.01 12.47 ± 0.01 12.05 ± 0.01 1.26 ± 0.01 0.52± 0.01 0.42 ± 0.01
14.28 ± 0.01 13.04 ± 0.01 12.49 ± 0.01 12.08 ± 0.01 1.24 ± 0.01 0.55± 0.01 0.41 ± 0.01
Table 2. UKIDSS LAS DR5 and WFCAM follow-up photometry of the newly discovered ultracool dwarfs presented here. In the case
of each object the first row is the UKIDSS survey photometry, and the second is the results of the WFCAM follow-up. All near-infrared
photometry presented here is on the Vega system and uses the MKO photometric system.
Name [3.6] [4.5]
SDSS J1416+13 10.99± 0.07 10.98± 0.05
ULAS J1416+13 14.69± 0.05 12.76± 0.03
Table 3. Spitzer IRAC photometry for the d/sdL7 and T7.5p
dwarfs presented here.
also has kinematics consistent with halo membership, and
classify it as sdL7. Whilst the general agreement between
the spectrum of SDSS J1416+13 and the sdL7 spectrum
is good across the entire range considered, there are spe-
cific areas of disagreement that should be noted. In par-
ticular the CsI and NaI absorption features are somewhat
deeper than in the sdL7 template, and more suggestive
of dwarf classification than that of a subdwarf. This sug-
gests that SDSS J1416+13 may be less metal poor than
2MASS J0532+82. Given the apparent intermediate nature
of SDSS J1416+13 between the L7 and sdL7 spectra, we
classify it as d/sdL7 (optical). We note that Bowler et al.
(2009) suggest that SDSS J1416+13 is unlikely to have sig-
nificantly reduced metallicity based on the optical TiO and
CaH features. Burgasser et al. (2008b) and Stephens et al.
(2009) discuss various mechanisms which may lead to un-
usually blue L dwarfs including low metallicity, high gravity
and thin condensate cloud decks. We explore the physical
properties of the L dwarf further in Section 4.
The IRCS spectrum of the T dwarf, ULAS J1416+13,
is shown in Figure 3, along with spectra of the T7 and T8
spectral standards (Burgasser et al. 2006). With the excep-
tion of the poor match to both templates on the red side of
the J-band peak and the heavily suppressed K band peak,
the spectrum appears intermediate between the two. This is
reflected in the spectral typing ratios (see Table 4), and we
classify this object as T7.5p. The early type suggested by the
CH4-K index clearly reflects the small amount of flux in the
K band peak. The type of peculiarity seen here in the red
side of the J band peak, and reflected in the spectral typing
ratios, has been described for at least three other T dwarfs
in Burningham et al. (2010), and has been suggested as a
possible tracer of low-metallicity and/or high-gravity. The
significance of this feature is discussed in more detail in Sec-
tion 4.
Index Ratio Value Type
H2O-J
∫
1.165
1.14
f(λ)dλ
∫
1.285
1.26
f(λ)dλ
0.07± 0.01 T7/8
CH4-J
∫
1.34
1.315
f(λ)dλ
∫
1.285
1.26
f(λ)dλ
0.34± 0.01 T6
WJ
∫
1.23
1.18
f(λ)dλ
2
∫
1.285
1.26
f(λ)dλ
0.34± 0.01 T7/8
H2O-H
∫
1.52
1.48
f(λ)dλ
∫
1.60
1.56
f(λ)dλ
0.20± 0.01 T7/8
CH4-H
∫
1.675
1.635
f(λ)dλ
∫
1.60
1.56
f(λ)dλ
0.20± 0.01 T7
NH3-H
∫
1.56
1.53
f(λ)dλ
∫
1.60
1.57
f(λ)dλ
0.61± 0.01 ...
CH4-K
∫
2.255
2.215
f(λ)dλ
∫
2.12
2.08
f(λ)dλ
0.29± 0.02 T4
Table 4. The spectral flux ratios for ULAS J1416+13. Those
used for spectral typing are indicated on Figure 3.The NH3 index
is not used for assigning a type (see Burningham et al. 2008, and
Burningham et al 2010 for a discussion of this), but is included
for completeness and to permit future comparison with other late
T dwarfs.
2.5 Proper motions
The photometric follow-up observations that were carried
out provided a second epoch of imaging data, showing the
position of the two sources of interest 1.1 years after the
LAS image was measured. We used the IRAF task GEOMAP to
derive spatial transformations from the WFCAM follow-up
J-band image into the original UKIDSS LAS J-band image
based on the positions of 18 reference stars. The transform
allowed for linear shifts and rotation, although the rotation
that was required was negligible. We then transformed the
WFCAM follow-up pixel coordinates of the targets into the
c© 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000
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Figure 2. The SDSS optical spectrum for SDSS J1416+13 displayed with the template spectra for the L6 dwarf 2MASS J0103+19
(Kirkpatrick et al. 2000), L7 dwarf DENIS J0205–1159 (Delfosse et al. 1997) and sdL7 dwarf 2MASS J0532+82 (Burgasser et al. 2003).
The spectra are normalised to unity at 8100A˚.
LAS images using GEOXYTRAN, and calculated their change
in position (relative to the reference stars) between the two
epochs.
The uncertainties associated with our proper motion
measurement primarily come from the spatial transforma-
tions, and the accuracy with which we have been able to
measure the position of the targets (by centroiding) in the
image data. Centroiding uncertainties for the targets should
be small, since the seeing and signal-to-noise of the sources
was good in both epochs, so this latter source of uncertainty
will be neglected. For the LAS image the seeing was ∼0.9′′
in the J-band, whilst for the WFCAM image it was ∼ 1.1′′.
The root-mean-square (rms) scatter in the difference be-
tween the transformed positions of the reference stars and
their actual measured positions was ±0.24 pixels in declina-
tion and ±0.18 pixels in right ascension, corresponding to
0.048 and 0.036′′ in the J-band LAS image. We thus esti-
mate proper motion uncertainties of ±45 mas/yr and ±33
mas/yr in declination and right ascension respectively. The
final, relative, proper motion measurements are µαcosδ =
248 ± 33mas/yr, µδ = 100 ± 45mas/yr for SDSS J1416+13
and µαcosδ = 221 ± 33mas/yr, µδ = 115 ± 45mas/yr for
ULAS J1416+13.
It should be noted that the relative proper motions cal-
culated here disagree with the absolute values found for the
primary by Schmidt et al. (2009) and Bowler et al. (2009)
at the 4σ level. This discrepancy likely arises as a result of
two factors. Firstly, in the first epoch images both targets
lie within 30′′ of the detector edge. As a result, the distribu-
tion of reference stars is not even about the targets. Since
c© 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000
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Figure 3. The IRCS JHK spectrum for ULAS J1416+13 plotted with T7 and T8 spectral standards 2MASS J072718.24+171001.2 and
2MASS J04151954–093506.6. Overlaid are the spectral ranges for the numerators and denominators (D) of the spectral typing indices of
Burgasser et al. (2006) and Burningham et al. (2008).
there is likely to considerable geometric distortion across
the field of view, this poor distribution of reference stars
will likely result in an unreliable absolute fit to the coordi-
nates. Secondly, they do not take into account the parallax
of the targets. The first and second epoch data were taken on
12th May 2008 and 17th June 2009 respectively, which would
suggest the influence of parallax should be small. However,
given that the distance for both objects may be as low as
5 pc (see Section 4), we do not rule this out as a signifi-
cant effect. These concerns should not effect the reliability
of these proper motions as relative values, but we caution
that they include systematic effects that prevent their use
in any absolute manner.
3 A WIDE LOW-MASS BINARY
The close agreement of the proper-motions for these two
objects, and their 9 ′′ proximity on the sky suggests that
they represent a common proper motion binary pair. To es-
timate the probability that the proper motions are aligned
by chance, rather than because of a bona-fide association,
we have considered the proper motions of objects in the Su-
perCosmos Sky Survey (Hambly et al. 2001) in the direction
of our targets. Since we do not have a parallax for either ob-
ject, we instead estimate a liberal range of distances based
on their spectral types and apparent magnitudes for the pur-
poses of placing broad limits on their shared volume. In Sec-
tion 4 we refine this distance estimate based on subsequent
analysis of these objects. If we apply the MJ vs. spectral
type relations of Liu et al. (2006) we find that an L7 and a
T7.5 dwarf with the apparent magnitudes of our objects can
be expected to lie at distances ranging from 5 pc to 25 pc.
Of the ∼ 50 SuperCosmos objects with apparent distances
(based on colour-magnitude relation for field stars) similar
to those of our targets, none shared a common motion to
within 2σ. We thus conclude that the likelihood of a com-
mon proper motion occurring by chance in this direction is
less than 1/50.
Since the statistics for the properties of the ultracool
subdwarf population are not currently known, we will use
the space density of “normal” L dwarfs to estimate a con-
servative probability that this pair are unrelated, and are
found in close proximity by chance. Using our liberal dis-
tance range of 5–25 pc, and given the separation of 9′′, we
can thus estimate that two objects likely share a volume of
60.01 pc3. The space density for field L dwarfs was deter-
mined by Cruz et al. (2007) to be 0.0038 pc−3. The prob-
ability of finding an L dwarf within the same 0.01 pc3 as
our T7.5 dwarf is thus 3.8 × 10−5. It is reasonable to sur-
mise that the probability of finding two ultracool subdwarfs
within this volume would be considerably smaller.
These combined arguments suggest the probability of
a chance alignment in space and motion for these two
objects is less than 10−6. If we apply these arguments
to the total UKIDSS LAS T dwarf sample up to DR4
(Burningham et al. 2010) we find that we would need a
sample of approximately 1000 times larger before we would
expect to identify one chance alignment such as this. It
is worth stressing that our estimate for this probability is
somewhat conservative. Given the apparently unusual na-
ture of the objects discussed here, it is likely that true prob-
ability for chance alignment is considerably lower. We thus
conclude that SDSS J1416+13 and ULAS J1416+13 rep-
resent a binary pair, which we shall henceforth refer to as
SDSS J1416+13AB.
4 THE PROPERTIES OF SDSS J1416+13AB
The optical spectral classification of SDSS J1416+13A as
a dwarf/subdwarf implies that we could reasonably clas-
sify the secondary as a dwarf/subdwarf also, given that
most binary systems are expected to be coevally formed in
the same cloud core. Figure 4 shows near-infrared colours
c© 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000
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Figure 4. J − H and H − K colour as a function of spectral
type for L and T dwarfs. Data for L and T dwarfs on the MKO
system are taken from Knapp et al. (2004) with T spectral types
updated to the Burgasser et al. (2006) system. Additional data
for late-T dwarfs taken from Burningham et al. (2010). Known
binary systems are shown as green dots, whilst known metal poor
objects discussed in the text are shown as red dots, and labelled
in the lower plot. The only other known T dwarf with K band
photometry that displays CH4-J-early peculiarity is shown as an
orange dot, whilst SDSS J1416+13AB are shown as red asterisks.
With the exception of SDSS J1416+13A and 2MASS J0532+82,
all spectral types are near-infrared types. 2MASS photometry for
2MASS0532+82 has been converted to the MKO system using the
Stephens & Leggett (2004) relationships, which give consistent
results with synthetic colours calculated from the object’s near-
infrared spectrum.
as a function of spectral type for L and T dwarfs, with
SDSS J1416+13AB indicated with red asterisks. Blue H−K
near-infrared colours for mid-to late T dwarfs have typi-
cally been interpreted as indicative of low-metallicity and/or
high-gravity (e.g. Burgasser et al. 2002; Knapp et al. 2004;
Liu et al. 2007), caused by K band suppression by pres-
sure sensitive collisionally induced absorption by hydrogen
(CIA H2; Saumon et al. 1994). Blue J −H colours in metal
poor L dwarfs have also been interpreted in terms of H
band suppression by CIA H2 (e.g. Burgasser et al. 2003).
The blue J − H colour of SDSS J1416+13A, and the blue
H − K colour of SDSS J1416+13B, therefore, support the
interpretation that both objects have low-metallicity and/or
high-gravity, and we interpret the peculiar spectral shape of
SDSS J1416+13B in this context.
The spectral morphology in the J band peak of
SDSS J1416+13B is reminiscent of a number of T dwarfs
recently discovered that have been classified as peculiar
(Burningham et al. 2010). These also show a J band peak
that appears earlier in type on the red side (as indicated
by the CH4-J index) compared to the blue side (as indi-
cated by the H20-J and WJ indices). This morphology was
referred to by Burningham et al. (2010) as CH4-J-early pe-
culiarity, and we continue this convention here. Only one
of the objects already found with CH4-J-early peculiarity,
ULAS J1233+1219, currently has K band photometry. It
also appears very blue, with H −K = −0.75 (indicated by
an orange filled circle in Figure 4), and is as notable an out-
lier in H − K for its type as SDSS J1416+13AB. It thus
seems plausible that CH4-J-early peculiarity is indicative of
low-metallicity and/or high gravity.
There is some theoretical basis for preferring a low-
metallicity interpretation of CH4-J-early peculiarity. Fig-
ure 5 shows comparisons of Burrows et al. (2006) model
spectra for log g = 5.0, Teff = 700K T dwarfs with solar and
[Fe/H]=-0.5 metallicity, and also for solar metallicity with
log g = 5.0 and log g = 5.5. Enhancement of the red side of
the J band peak is apparent in both the low-metallicity and
high-gravity cases, but is most pronounced in the former. We
speculate that CH4-J-early peculiarity may represent a use-
ful tracer of low-metallicity atmospheres, although its pres-
ence in a system with fiducial metallicity and age constraints
will need to be observed before a robust interpretation will
be possible.
It is interesting to note that the spectral shape of
SDSS J1416+13B also deviates from that of the spectral
templates blueward of 1.1µm, in a manner similar to that
seen in Figure 5 for the low-metallicity case. The same be-
haviour is not predicted for the high-gravity case. A spec-
trum with better coverage in the Y band may provide a
useful means of breaking the gravity-metallicity degeneracy.
The need for a more complex spectral classification
scheme to take account of spectral variations that result
from changes in metallicity and gravity in addition to Teff
has been highlighted by Kirkpatrick (2005). As more objects
that exhibit CH4-J-early spectral peculiarity are identified,
its behaviour may provide a convenient method for more
detailed classification of T dwarf spectra.
The lack of a known parallax for this binary pair pre-
cludes a detailed assessment of their properties, since spec-
troscopic distances are not well constrained for ultracool
T dwarfs. In the case of the one previously identified sdL7,
2MASS J0532+82, the determined absolute magnitude (MJ
= 13.00) is 1-2 mags brighter than might otherwise be ex-
pected for a field dwarf of type L7 (Burgasser et al. 2008a).
If we assume that SDSS J1416+13A has MJ = 13.0 as was
the case for for 2MASS J0532+82 we arrive at a distance es-
timate of 10 pc. However, SDSS J1416+13A is considerably
less blue in J −H than 2MASS J0532+82 (J −H = 0.55 vs
J −H = 0.08 respectively, see Figure 4) and, as previously
discussed, may have rather different properties.
Assuming spectral types L7 and T7.5, however, sug-
gests distances of 5 pc and 20 pc for the objects respec-
tively by applying the MJ vs spectral type relations of
Liu et al. (2006). In the case of the metal poor T dwarf
2MASS J0937+29 this method would overestimate the dis-
tance by ∼ 30%. Using this as a correction suggests a dis-
tance for SDSS J1416+13AB of 14 pc. This would represent
a significant discrepancy in the distances of the primary and
secondary members of SDSS J1416+13AB, implying that
c© 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000
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Figure 5. Burrows et al. (2006) models for log g = 5.0 700K
T dwarfs with solar and [Fe/H]0=-0.5 metallicity, and for solar
metallicity combined with log g = 5.0 and log g = 5.5.
the primary could be an unresolved binary. However, the
K band suppression in SDSS J1416+13B is greater than in
the case of 2MASS J0937+29 and, as discussed below, it
appears to be considerably cooler. It thus seems likely that
SDSS J1416+13B is fainter still, and a distance as close as
10 pc seems plausible. A distance of ∼ 10pc is also in broad
agreement with that estimated by Schmidt et al. (2009) and
Bowler et al. (2009) for the primary. We thus conservatively
estimate the distance to SDSS J1416+13AB to lie in the
5-15 pc range.
The implied projected separation of the binary pair at
this range of distances is 45 – 135 AU. It is thus possible that
this pair also represents a rare very low-mass wide binary
system (e.g. Figure 9 in Lafrenie`re et al. 2008).
The longer baseline provided by our Spitzer IRAC pho-
tometry offers the opportunity to estimate parameters of the
system through comparison to predictions of model spectra.
The IRAC colours of SDSS J1416+13A are normal for a
Figure 6. Spitzer IRAC colours as a function of spectral type
for L and T dwarfs. Data for L and T dwarfs on the MKO
system taken from Knapp et al. (2004) with T spectral types up-
dated to the Burgasser et al. (2006) system. Additional data for
late-T dwarfs taken from Leggett et al. (2010). Known binary sys-
tems are shown as green dots, whilst known metal poor objects
discussed in the text are shown as red dots, and labelled in the
upper plot. SDSS J1416+13AB are shown as red asterisks.
late-type L dwarf, although the colours of these objects show
significant scatter (see Figure 6). All of the low-metallicity
late-T dwarfs plotted in Figure 6 display H − [4.5] that
is at least 0.5 magnitudes redder than would otherwise be
expected for a “normal” T dwarf of their subtype. How-
ever, the HMKO - [4.5] colour of SDSS J1416+13B is the
reddest yet measured. In addition to apparently indicating
low-metallicity atmospheres, this colour is a good indica-
tor of Teff (e.g. Warren et al. 2007; Stephens et al. 2009;
Leggett et al. 2010) and so SDSS J1416+13B appears to be
very cool.
Figure 7 reproduces Figure 11 of Leggett et al.
(2010) with the location of SDSS J1416+13B in-
dicated. It can be seen that this T dwarf forms a
sequence with the other known metal-poor ([m/H]∼
-0.3) high-gravity (log g ∼ 5.0 − 5.3) dwarfs: 2MASS
J0937347+293142, 2MASS J12373919+6526148, 2MASS
J11145133–2618235, 2MASS J09393548–2448279. The
dwarfs have Teff ∼ 950, 825, 750 and 600 K respec-
tively (Geballe et al. 2009; Liebert & Burgasser 2007;
Leggett et al. 2007, 2009; Burgasser et al. 2008c). Ex-
trapolating these values using Figure 7 and the models
(Marley et al. 2002; Saumon & Marley 2008) shown in the
figure, implies that SDSS J1416+13B has [m/H]∼–0.3,
log g ∼ 5.0 to 5.3 and Teff ∼ 500 K. This indicates a mass
c© 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000
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of 30–40 MJupiter for SDSS J1416+13B and an age around
10 Gyr or older for the system using the evolutionary
models of Saumon & Marley (2008).
The near-infrared indices of Geballe et al. (2002) for
SDSS 1416+13A suggest a near-infrared spectral type of
L7-7.5 (Bowler et al. 2009). The near-infrared spectral type-
Teff relations of Stephens et al. (2009) suggest that blue L7
dwarfs have Teff ∼1500 K. If the system is aged at ∼ 10Gyr
as implied by the secondary then the evolutionary models
of Saumon & Marley (2008) suggest that the primary is a
∼75MJupiter dwarf with log g ∼ 5.5. Hence the L dwarf
is at the stellar/substellar boundary as also suggested by
Bowler et al. (2009).
Stephens et al. (2009) have shown that the atmospheres
of blue L dwarfs are less dusty than the bulk population, de-
riving a high value of fsed ∼ 3 using the Marley et al. (2002)
models. These authors also find that there is an indication
that dust clearing may occur at higher temperatures for
higher gravity systems. The blue colours and almost dust-
free atmosphere of this relatively warm ∼1500 K L dwarf is
therefore consistent with a high gravity and relatively old
age for the system.
Both Schmidt et al. (2009) and Bowler et al. (2009)
have estimated (U, V,W )LSR for SDSS J1416+13A, finding
(−7.9±2.1, 10.2±1.2,−31.4±4.7) kms−1 and (−6±4, 10.2±
1.4,−27±9) kms−1 respectively3, and interpret its kinemat-
ics as indicative of thin disk membership. This is consistent
with the age of 10 Gyr and slight metal-paucity that we
find here (Robin et al. 2003; Haywood et al. 1997).
It is intriguing that SDSS J1416+13B appears to
be ∼250 K and ∼100 K cooler than 2MASS J1114–26
2MASS J0939–24 respectively, which are of similar spec-
tral type (T7.5 and T8). It is plausible that the near-
infrared spectral type vs. Teff relation for very late T dwarfs
shows significant dependence on metallicity and gravity,
with lower-metallicity dwarfs of a given subtype having
lower Teff than similar type objects of higher metallicity.
The cool nature of 2MASS J0939–24 compared to other
T8 dwarfs spectral type would tend to support this as-
sertion, although interpretation of this object is compli-
cated by its probable binarity (Burgasser et al. 2008c). If
SDSS J1416+13B had significantly lower metallicity and/or
higher gravity than 2MASS J1114–26 2MASS J0939–24,
such an effect might account for their similar types but di-
verse Teffs. However, the same model predictions seen in
Figure 7 that suggest such different Teff also suggest fairly
similar metallicities and gravities for the three objects.
Finally, it should be noted that we cannot currently
rule out the presence of a cooler unresolved companion to
SDSS J1416+13B, which might explain its extremely red
H−[4.5] colour coupled with is T7.5p near-infrared morphol-
ogy. Unfortunately, the lack of parallax and high-resolution
imaging for this target prevent us from adequately exploring
this issue here.
3 U positive towards the Galactic centre.
5 SUMMARY
We have identified what appears to be the coolest binary
system yet found. The association of the T7.5p component
with the d/sdL7 primary allows us to now extend the high-
gravity and low-metallicity sequence to the lowest observed
temperatures, and we suggest that CH4-J-early peculiarity
(Burningham et al. 2010) may in future prove to be a useful
discriminator for this type of object. The likely close proxim-
ity of the system to the Sun should facilitate the determina-
tion of the trigonometric parallax in the near-future, which
will allow a more robust determination of the properties for
this exciting system.
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